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Abstract

The perceptual evaluation of emotional attributes is noisy due to inconsistencies between annotators. The low inter-evaluator agreement arises due to the complex nature of emotions. Conventional approaches average scores provided by multiple annotators. While this approach reduces the influence of dissident annotations, previous studies have shown the value of considering individual evaluations to better capture the underlying ground-truth. One of these approaches is the qualitative agreement (QA) method, which provides an alternative framework that captures the inherent trends amongst the annotators.

This study proposes a novel formulation based on the QA framework to estimate reliable sentence-level annotations for preference-learning. The proposed relative labels between pairs of sentences capture consistent trends across evaluators. The experimental evaluation shows that preference-learning methods to rank-order emotional attributes trained with the proposed QA-based labels achieve significantly better performance than the same algorithms trained with relative scores obtained by averaging absolute scores across annotators. These results show the benefits of QA-based labels for preference-learning using sentence-level annotations.

Index Terms: speech emotion recognition, preference-learning

1. Introduction

Speech is the primary form of communication, conveying not only lexical content, but also our intentions, desires and emotions. Advanced human-computer interfaces that can respond to the users needs should be able to sense paralinguistic information conveyed in speech, including emotion. A vital component of an emotion recognition system is the labels used to train the system. Generally, emotional labels are either nominal - discrete categories such as happiness, sadness, and anger [1–3], or interval - attributes such as arousal (calm versus excited), valence (negative versus positive), and dominance (weak versus strong) [4–6]. Alternatively, there are ordinal labels that describe the preference between sentences/videos with respect to a given emotional descriptor (e.g., sentence one is more aroused than sentence two) [7]. Conventionally, ground-truth labels for emotional descriptors are collected through perceptual evaluations from multiple annotators listening to the stimulus [8,9].

The emotional perception process is inherently difficult [10]. There often are inconsistencies between annotators due to both the complexity of the underlying emotions and the reliability of the annotators [11]. This inconsistency leads to poor inter-annotator agreement [11–13]. Therefore, it is important to explore frameworks that capture consistent information provided by the annotators, while filtering the noise. This step is important, since the performance of a recognition system depends on the type and quality of the labels used for training [14].

This paper aims to derive reliable ordinal labels from existing interval annotations provided at the sentence level to train preference-learning methods. The formulation for emotion recognition for attribute descriptors is traditionally either a regression (predicting the emotional attribute value) [15,16], or a classification (recognizing dichotomized classes such as low versus high values for a given attribute) [17,18]. An alternative formulation is preference-learning where the task is to rank the test data according to a given criterion (in our case, an ordered emotional attribute). Conventionally, an absolute ground-truth is constructed by averaging annotations from multiple annotators [19]. Previous studies have argued that annotators are more reliable at judging local comparison rather than assigning global scores [7]. McKeeown and Cowie introduced the qualitative agreement (QA) framework [20] that captures the trends (changes in emotion) on which most annotators agree.

This framework is powerful as it detects relative trends from existing time-continuous interval evaluations (e.g., emotional traces). We believe that this framework can be used to provide more robust ground-truth labels compared to absolute labels, as it effectively extracts reliable information from noisy labels. While our previous studies have focused on time-continuous emotional traces [21, 22], most of the current databases contain sentence-level annotations [14,19,23], where a global value is assigned after listening to a sentence. This study proposes a QA-based method for sentence-level annotations of emotional attributes, showing its benefits over using absolute scores for preference-learning problems.

The proposed approach compares trends between individual annotations provided by different annotators to two different sentences. The pairwise comparisons create relative labels used for preference-learning to rank-order emotional attribute values. Using the proposed QA-based labels, we systemically compare the performance of two preference-learning methods: RankNet [24] and RankMargin [25]. The experimental evaluation shows that the frameworks trained with the proposed QA-based labels perform significantly better than systems trained with the average scores across evaluators. Furthermore, we show that preference-learning methods consistently perform better than ranking attribute values using the predictions provided by a baseline regression model. The superiority of preference-learning methods further suggests the ordinal nature of emotions [7].

The main contributions of this study are (a) defining a novel QA-based relative label for sentence-level emotional annotations, and (b) training preference-learning with RankNet and RankMargin losses, leveraging the proposed QA-based relative labels. The proposed approach achieves state-of-the-art performance on the MSP-Podcast corpus.
2. Related Work

2.1. Preference-Learning for Relative Emotional Labels

Preference-learning is an appealing framework for affective computing. Preference-learning algorithms learn to rank samples according to a given order for an emotional attribute. Few studies have used preference-learning to exploit the relative nature of emotions.

Studies have considered preference-learning for categorical emotions (e.g., happy ranker). Cao et al. [26] trained rankers by establishing preferences from the consensus labels. For a happy ranker, a sentence labeled as happy was always preferred over another sample labeled with a different label. Lotfian and Busso [27] proposed a probabilistic formulation to map individual evaluations of emotional categories into a numerical scale. Relative labels were derived from this metric to train preference-learning algorithms.

Most studies on preference-learning using acoustic features rely on emotional attributes. Lotfian and Busso [22] analyzed practical considerations to train preference-learning on emotional attributes. They evaluated the size of the training set, and the margin needed to consider that one sample is preferred over another. Parthasarathy et al. [29] further extended this framework with a deep neural network (DNN) architecture using a RankNet loss function. Martinez et al. [30] further showed the benefits of preference-learning over classification of attribute scores [30]. Our study presents novel training labels for preference-learning using emotional attributes. The key advantage of the proposed approach is that it relies on existing sentence-level annotations of emotional attributes, where many emotional corpora can be used.

2.2. Relative Labels with Qualitative Agreement

Studies have showed that annotators are more consistent on local comparisons than giving an absolute score representing a given attribute [7, 31]. Therefore constructing ground-truth labels that capture the relative relationship between samples is more meaningful than conventional labels based on absolute scores for both interval and nominal descriptors. We have shown that the QA method offers an appealing framework to derive ordinal labels from existing individual evaluations [21, 22].

McKeown and Cowie [20] proposed the QA method to obtain reliable trends from existing time-continuous annotations (e.g., emotional traces). The proposed QA method worked on annotations from a fixed set of annotators. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) illustrates the QA framework. First, a trace is discretized into bins, where the mean of the trace, denoted by \( b_i \), is computed for bin \( i \). The bins are pairwise compared using Equation 1 - 3. A threshold \( t_{\text{threshold}} \) is used as the margin to establish whether the mean value of one bin is greater than, equal to or less than the mean value of another bin. This process gives an individual matrix (IM) for each annotator (Fig. 1(a)). The IMs are then combined by considering the trends that \( X\% \) (e.g., 66%) of the annotators agree on, providing trends across evaluators. Bins without agreement are marked with ‘X’ (Fig. 1(b)).

\[
\begin{align*}
& b_i - b_j \geq t_{\text{threshold}} \\
& b_j - b_i \geq t_{\text{threshold}} \\
& |b_i - b_j| < t_{\text{threshold}}
\end{align*}
\]

Parthasarathy et al. [21] used rank-based classifiers to show the benefits of the QA framework, using the identified trends as relative labels for time-continuous traces. They studied the effect of the parameter \( t_{\text{threshold}} \) and the consensus percentage (\( X\% \)) in the definition of relative labels. Parthasarathy and Busso [22] proposed to use the QA framework to identify emotionally salient regions in time-continuous traces. The approach relied on comparing the bins with the median value of the trace. They showed through perceptual evaluations that hotspot regions identified by the QA method were more appropriately than regions identified by averaging the traces. All of these methods were implemented with time-continuous traces for emotional attributes. This paper extends the framework to sentence-level annotations for attribute descriptors.

3. Methodology

3.1. QA for Sentence Level Annotations

There are some limitations when using the QA approach with emotional traces. Time-continuous annotation of emotional attributes is a challenging task. Annotators have to continuously judge and annotate the changes in emotion, which requires a high cognitive effort. Therefore, few databases contain time-continuous annotations, which are annotated by few trained annotators. In contrast, many databases are annotated by multiple annotators with global values assigned at the sentence-level. With crowdsourcing, sentences can be annotated by a larger number of annotators (e.g., five annotators per sentence). Since the annotators are not necessarily the same for all the sentences, the QA method has to be adapted for sentence-level annotations.

This paper leverages the concepts behind the QA framework to define ordinal labels from existing sentence-level annotations for emotional attributes. The key concept behind the proposed formulation is to compare the trends rather than the absolute scores. Figure 1(c) describes the approach, which starts with existing sentence-level evaluations of emotional attributes. We assume that evaluators used a Likert scale to score each sentence. For example, for valence the scale may be from 1 (very negative) to 7 (very positive). We do not assume that the sentences are annotated by the same number of evaluators. If \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \) are the numbers of independent annotators for sentence...
one and sentence two, we create a $N_1 \times N_2$ matrix with comparisons between all pairs of annotators (Fig. 1(c)). In each comparison, we evaluate whether the score of one rater for sentence one is greater than, less than or equal to the score provided by another rater for sentence two. The evaluation considers relationships similar to Equations 1-3, where the threshold $\text{t}_{\text{threshold}}$ is set to one (attribute scores are usually integer numbers).

The matrix records the trends between two sentences. After evaluating all the comparisons, we summarize the trends. In the example in Figure 1(c), we have 15 preferences for sentence one (62.5%), two preferences for sentence two (8.3%) and seven draws (29.2%). Similar to the QA approach, we define a consensus when the preference for one sentence is above $X\%$. If this level of consensus is achieved, the pair of sentences and their preference is stored. Otherwise, we discard this particular pair since the sentences do not reach consensus. In the example in Figure 1(c), we would only consider that sentence one is preferred over sentence two if $X \leq \text{62.5\%}$. The proposed approach addresses some of the key differences in dealing with sentence-level annotations. (1) We do not need the same annotators to evaluate all the sentences, (2) we do not need the same number of evaluators per sentence, and (3) we do not have to split the sentences into bins of similar duration, creating pairwise comparisons even for sentences of different lengths. The speaking turns are our bins.

3.2. Preference-Learning Methods
Preference-learning is a popular framework used for retrieval tasks. The formulation aims to learn the order of the samples $y_1 > y_2 \ldots > y_n$, using pairwise comparisons. We use preference-learning to rank-order sentences according to the emotional attributes arousal, valence and dominance. Given a pair of samples with feature vectors $x_i$ and $x_j$, the preference-learning framework learns a function $f$ that maps the feature $x$ into a score $S$. The function $f$ should reflect the preference in the labels (e.g., if $y_i > y_j$, then $S_i > S_j$). Using deep learning, the function $f$ can be learned using different losses. This study uses two particular losses: the RankMargin [25] and the RankNet [24] losses. The RankMargin loss is a hinge loss on the attribute scores. Given the preference ($y_i > y_j$), the RankMargin loss is given by $L_{\text{RankMargin}} = \max (0, y_i - S_i - S_j)$, where $\alpha = 1.0$ is a margin to separate the samples. The RankNet loss uses a logistic loss on the attribute scores. Under the previous assumptions, the RankNet loss is given by $L_{\text{RankNet}} = \log(1 + \exp(-f(x, y)))$. The network’s parameters are trained to minimize the corresponding losses. This study compares these two losses for ranking emotional attributes.

4. Experimental Evaluation

4.1. MSP-Podcast Corpus
The experimental evaluation is conducted on the version 1.1 of the MSP-Podcast corpus [23]. The collection of the corpus is an ongoing effort, where this version contains 22,650 sentences collected from audio-sharing websites. The sentences are collected from naturalistic conversations, which are segmented into speaking turns with duration between 2.7s and 11s. The segments from the podcasts are annotated with emotional labels using a crowdsourcing framework [32]. The sentences are annotated by at least five annotators for the emotional attributes: arousal (1 - very calm, 7 - very excited), valence (1 - very negative, 7 - very positive), and dominance (1 - very weak, 7 - very strong). This study uses the individual annotations as well their average values across sentences (consensus labels). We have manually identified speaker information for 18,991 segments. We split the database into train, development and test sets, making our best effort to keep the partitions speaker independent. The test set contains 7,181 sentences from 50 speakers, the development set contains 2,614 sentences from 20 speakers, and the train set contains the rest of the data (12,835 sentences).

4.2. Acoustic Features
We use the Interspeech 2013 acoustic feature set used for the computational paralinguistic challenge (ComParE) [33]. The feature set contains sentence-level statistics, referred to as high level functionals (HLFs), calculated on frame-level features (e.g., mean of the fundamental frequency). Overall, the feature set contains 6,373 acoustic features describing different acoustic properties affected by the externalization of emotion. Further details on the feature set are presented by Schuller et al. [33].

4.3. Implementation of Preference-Learning Frameworks
The preference-learning framework employs a DNN to learn the function $f$. To train the network, we define relative labels based on the QA-based approach using $X = \text{60\%}$. As a baseline, we consider relative labels for two sentences by comparing their average scores. We use $\text{t}_{\text{threshold}} = 0$ for the baseline. While increasing the threshold increases the reliability on the labels, our preliminary tests showed that varying the values for $\text{t}_{\text{threshold}}$ produced similar results.

The DNN uses feed-forward connections, with two hidden layers and 256 neurons in each layer. The rectified linear unit (ReLU) is used as the activation function of the neurons in the hidden layers. We use a dropout with probability of $p = 0.5$ between hidden layers to regularize the network. We train all our models for 100 epochs with ADAM optimization, using the default initialization and a learning rate of $1 \times 10^{-4}$. There are mil-
Table 1: Kendall’s Tau for local ranking of emotional attributes. Columns show ranking results for the top-K% (Hi) and bottom-K% (Lo) of the retrieved sentences. The rows show preference-learning models (RN: RankNet, RM: RankMargin), and regression model (Reg: Regression). The symbol * indicates that QA-based labels provide significant better τ than the corresponding method trained with average-based (Avg) labels. The symbol † indicates that preference-learning method provides significant better τ than the regression model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Hi-10</th>
<th>Hi-20</th>
<th>Lo-10</th>
<th>Lo-20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arousal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RN-QA</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.360</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>0.332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RN-Avg</td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>0.294</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>0.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RM-QA</td>
<td>0.272</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.295</td>
<td>0.329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RM-Avg</td>
<td>0.272</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>0.326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reg</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.287</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>0.330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RN-QA</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RN-Avg</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RM-QA</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RM-Avg</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reg</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RN-QA</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RN-Avg</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>0.285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RM-QA</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>0.196</td>
<td>0.244</td>
<td>0.287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RM-Avg</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>0.284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reg</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.291</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Results

We use the Kendall’s τ correlation coefficient to evaluate the performance of the predicted rank-orders. τ measures the correlation between two lists by considering the number of concordant and discordant pairs in lists. τ varies between [-1,1], where τ = 1 corresponds to complete agreement, and τ = -1 corresponds to complete disagreement. The ground-truth order on the test set is estimated by sorting the average of the scores (e.g., using the average-based labels).

While this study compares preference-learning methods trained with the QA-based and average-based relative labels, we also use a regression model as a baseline. The regression model is trained to predict the absolute value of the emotional attribute. We use identical architectures as the preference-learning models, trained with the concordance correlation coefficient (CCC) as the objective function. For inference, the neural network is used to rank-order the emotional attributes.

5.1. Global Ordering of Emotional Attributes

The first evaluation compares the global order obtained by the alternative frameworks for each emotional attribute. We compare five different models. Two models use the RankNet loss with either the QA-based labels (RankNet-QA) or the average-based labels (RankNet-Avg). Two models use the RankMargin loss with either the QA-based labels (RankMargin-QA) or the average-based labels (RankMargin-Avg). The fifth model is the baseline using the regression model (Reg). We train all the models 10 times with different random initialization, reporting the mean and standard deviation of τ across trials. All the models are trained on the train set, maximizing performance on the development set. We perform early stopping based on the performance on the development set, evaluating the models on the test set. We test significance using the one-tailed t-test over the 10 trials, testing significance if p < 0.01.

Figure 2 reports the mean and standard deviation for the different models. The results of the statistical tests are denoted with color-coded asterisk on top of the bars. We observe that models trained with the QA-based labels (i.e., RankNet-QA and RankMargin-QA) perform significantly better than their corresponding models trained with the average-based labels (i.e., RankNet-Avg and RankMargin-Avg), suggesting the importance of using relative trends over average values. Amongst the preference-learning methods, the RankNet-QA model performs significantly better than the average-based methods. The figure also shows that preference-learning models perform better than the regression model, providing another promising evidence on the use of preference-learning in affective computing.

5.2. Local Ordering of Emotional Attributes

In many emotion retrieval scenarios, we are interested in retrieving the most emotional utterances (e.g., the most positive/negative utterances in a set). This task requires preference-learning models to have better precision rate on the extremes of the list. Our second evaluation measures the local ordering of emotional attributes at the top and bottom of the list. We identify the top-K% (High) and bottom-K% (Low) of the utterances in the test set. Then, we evaluate the predicted orders of these utterances using τ. Table 1 lists the mean τ for different values of K. The results correspond to the average values over the 10 trials. We report statistically significant differences with the symbols ¶ and • (one-tailed t-test over 10 trials, asserting significance if p < 0.01).

In most cases, RankNet-QA and RankMargin-QA perform better than RankNet-Avg and RankMargin-Avg, respectively. The differences in many cases are statistically significant. The preference-learning methods almost always perform better than the regression model. While the regression models perform well for some cases, their results are not consistent for ordering sentences in both the top and bottom lists. This inconsistency leads to poorer global performance. With the increase in K, we include samples that are separated by a greater margin in the ground-truth rankings, leading to better performance in the ranking. The local order for the top and bottom part of the lists further demonstrates the superiority of the preference-learning frameworks trained with QA-based labels.

6. Conclusions

This study proposed a novel framework based on the QA method for constructing relative labels from sentence-level annotations of emotional attributes. The labels capture the relative trends found on individual annotations provided by different raters. We evaluated the proposed QA-based labels using deep learning methods for preference-learning implemented with RankNet and RankMargin losses. Our results show that frameworks trained with the QA-based labels produce significantly better global and local rankings compared to methods trained with average-based labels. Furthermore, the preference-learning methods perform better than a regression baseline, indicating the ordinal nature of emotions. Our future work includes extending the preference-learning framework to identify emotionally salient sentences (hotspots) during long conversations. Furthermore, we would like to extend the framework by (1) considering categorical emotional descriptors, and (2) relying on other modalities such as facial expressions or physiological signals.
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